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Subject: Swedish energy supplies threatened by new EU regulations

Swedish energy production has historically been environmentally friendly, as it mostly derives from 
virtually fossil-free hydro and nuclear power. Electricity production has also been reliable and has 
produced good transmission capacity margins. Hydropower accounted for 39% of total electricity 
production in 2019.

According to Svenska kraftnät, which is responsible for electricity supply, hydropower’s contribution to 
balancing and power adequacy will become even more important when other plannable production 
(e.g. nuclear power) disappears from the energy system. Reduced hydropower production could lead 
to a shortfall in the power balance.1

The European Commission’s proposal for a taxonomy regulation identifies in advance solar and wind 
power as sustainable technologies, which are not subject to the same detailed requirements as other 
production. Swedish hydropower, on the other hand, would not be classed as sustainable unless 
significantly more extensive environmental adaptations are carried out.2

Does the Commission consider that it is possible to objectively define what is sustainable in this way, 
and does the Commission see no problem with the EU, through the Taxonomy Regulation, departing 
completely from market principles and choosing winners and losers?

Is the Commission aware that the taxonomy regulation may contribute to a reduction in 
environmentally friendly power production in Sweden while power shortages increase?3

Has the Commission assessed the economic and social consequences of criteria that would class 
hydropower and bioenergy as not environmentally sustainable?

1 ‘Lack of capacity means that the electricity grid cannot transmit more electricity into the area’. 
https://www.svk.se/siteassets/om-oss/rapporter/2020/kraftbalansen-pa-den-svenska-elmarknaden-rapport-
2020.pdf

2 The proposal calls for fish passes and specific turbines that are not always effective or desirable in terms of 
the local biological conditions. The requirements of the hydro regulation may also reduce hydropower’s ability 
to balance the power system and reduce the amount of wind and solar power that can be integrated into it. 
https://www.svd.se/nya-eu-regler-hot-mot-var-energiforsorjning

3 ‘The margins for the Swedish power balance and the ability to be self-sufficient with enough electricity under 
high-load situations are shrinking’ https://www.svk.se/press-och-nyheter/press/Svenska-kraftnats-
kraftbalansrapport-for-vintrarna-2018-2019-och-2019-2020---3259062/


